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ABO9T THIS MODULO CURRICULUM

This module is one cf.. aoseyies of34 modules intended for use in the pro-
fessional preparstion of vocational educators in the vocational education
service areas of'agridulpral, business, home econqmics, and industrial
education. The curiicuWft cam be, adapted to various styles of instruction
and to various entry-levels of students.

It is recommended that'an instructor planning to use these modules review
each category to:determine if any modification is neededslin the objeCtives
and suggeited activities so that they conform with lot& institutional
policies anti/or vocational education programs. It is also suggested that
resources and activities be identified forAbe specific entry -le'el of

- the student to be served.

The activities listed are suggested. The use of any other activity or
reading refirence which the instructor believes would help to accomplish
the objectives,of that lemon is encouraged. The choice of the teache

P. tQ use the entire module, either through group reports or individualized
assignment, will be related to individual-student Competency requirements. .10P

V

Sinde many modules strongly recommend the use. of local administrative
persdnnel and community rsourCes, it is suggested that all site visita-
tions and requests for assisteice in the community be coordinated by or

eared through the instructor. The instructor may Fish to distribute
th e taski among the student group and across the community. with the class

.

repo system being used to disseminate the information gathered.

.

These modules have been field tested in various settings. They have
been used with students working toward a bachelor's or master's degree
and with students seeking the designated,subjects credential in Calif-
drnica. Some modules were tested through student independent study,
otheii as part of total class assignment, and still others as an alter-
nate activity. Workshop participants examined thelatertals in terms of
.content, activities, and resources. The adaptability of this curriculum

EN is one of its strengths. ' ,

The materials could nit heft been completed without the participation and
.cohtritution of many.individuals. Chief-,among 'these 'persons were the

* module writers, workshop participafits, fieldtest instructor, and students.
Conference presentors and evalliators also contributed to this project.
Proceedings of the workshop are available upon 'request. * 1

If we can provide you with information or help in :Ming this cufriculuM,
please 'feel tree to contact us.

.%
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Project Director.
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Dr. Owen C. Cooke, Chairperson .,' . ..
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- - Objective
'

*

1

*

Alpontlie satl.ifactorycompla4dh of :this module, theatudentt preparing to,
betome.a teachar of vocational syblecs w1.1 be able ,to identify .and des-
soy:I:be sfatisticaprocganres forgathering, organizing; analyzing, inter -
nretibg, and reporting research &tot.

e

' ModuleOverview

'Th't vast-majoritr.of the tridassional literature in the behavioral
sciences included results. that are based or-statiltical analysis. Statis-
tics is not just-,a catalog of procedUres.and formulas; it offers the
rationale upon which most of behalfio'rel science research is based. If

members of the teaching pzofession:- are' to receive, the maximum benefit
from their own redearch,effoits as wellas,from research reported in the
literature, it id'essential that they have abasio comprehension of sta-
tistical procedures.

Oeor#e Moulyin The Science oiEducationil Research, 1970, points out
t4at if researcp,,,is to.be,productive, the plans for analysis must be laid

'''at the time the itkidria Selected and designed. Unless the analysis of
the data caitetaile sufficiently precise to permit interpretation and'
gendra4mations,,fitare is 'no point in.conducting the investigation.

I.

f o'

*V

`:

'

- . .
. - '. .

iIt, should be emphasized that processing of numerical'data through statis-
.

..etics14ndatea iCiertain level of competence in the use of statistics, an
awareness of assumptions that are appropriate, and also an awareness of
the strengths- and weaknesses of various statistical desifns.

11 si e
The researc* worker who uses statistics is,concerned wittymore than the
.manipulation oP data tatisticalmethod goes back to the funciarintal
purpcse'of e proper application of statistical method in-
wives answe vtha!Tollowing questiont:

V "V 4

11) What`tiogs heed totbe gathered in order to provide the infor-
dediOgy to answer the questions?

.6 .

- (2)' Hoir are,theie,deta;to be gathered, organized,

1 is ,order tqlthrow 3;ight upon the problem?

e
.1

and analyzed

)
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2

(3) Whit assumptions underlie the statistical methodology that is
employed? -

(ii)00 What Onclusfals.man be logl.calW.drawn from the analysis .of
- the data?

.,The cen-Wal thrusX of thip modUie is to help the student understand the
,rationale for desCriptive and inferential/statistics and applications of
these trdcedures in research. _The specific lessons of thismodule are:

(1)

(2)

Introduction to Statistic's: Properties of Data; and Measures
of Central Tendency

a
Correlation and Prediction

74.

- 4, (3) Laws of Probablility and Strategies of Inferential Statistics

(4) Hypothesis Testing: Parametric Statistics'. 4

(5) Hypothesis Testing: Nonparametric Statistics,,

t

1

s
4

'; .

1.4

).?

4
PP,

s' ,7 , 8,
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"Resobrce gterials. forCoMpleting the Activities in this Module

.

Best, jolin N. Research in Educatidn. Englewood Cliffs, NeF Jersey:
". Prentice-Hall, 1970.

Borg, Walter R., and Meredith D. all,
David McKay Company, 1971.

Freund, John E. Modem Elementary Statistics. 'Englewood MAIM,
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1973.

Educational Research. New York:

V
- Niahmei, Edward, and Clyde NOrris: 'Pealing and Evaluating Educational

Research, New York: Macmillan, 1974.

Li., Jerome C. R.Statistical Inference. Ann Arbor, Michigan: Edwards
Brothers/ 1964.

.

MtCollough, Celeste; and Van Atta Loche. Statistical. Concepts.
New York: McGraw-Hill,.1963 .;

Mouly, George J. The Science of Educational Research'. New York:
Van Nostran Reinhold, 1970.

Neiman, Arnold and others. Understanding Statistics.
"Hill, 1972.

New York: McGraw:-

JaMes W., and Kenneth A. Sir toil Educational Statistics Use
and,Interpretationt- New York: Ha r and Row, 1973.

Schmidt, Marty J. Unferstaning.and Using Statistics Basic Concepts.
Lexington, Massaehuietts: D. C: Health, 1913.

Spence, Anet T. and others. -Elementary Statistics. NewYork: Appleton-
, .

Century-Crofts, 1968.

Welkowitv, Joan and others. Introductory Statistics for the Behavioral
Sciences. New York: Academic Press, 1971.
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RESEARCH DESIGN IN 'VOCATIONAL EDUCATION"

. Lesson One: Introduction to S atistics: properties of
Data and Measures of Central Tendency

Objectfve

Upon the satisfactory completion of this lesson the student will -be gable
to identify. basic properties and applications of descriptive statistics.

Overview - °

One of the primary purposes of statistics is to summarize or describe the
characteristics of a set of data in'a clear and convenient fashion. The
simplest type of statistical techniques which are used for this purpose
are referred to as.descriptive statistics. This statistical process can
be described as a method of taking data in numerical form, applying computa-
tional procedures and coming up with a single number or a few numbers that
toil something about the set of data as a whole.

It should be rem Bred that statistics is the servant, not the master, of
logic. Unless basic assumptions are lialid, unless the right \ data are.care -
fully gathered, recorded, and tabulated, and unless the analys IV and inter-
pretation are logical, statistics can make no contribution to the search
for truth. ,' .

' :

The specificipuroose of this lesson is to achieve an understanding of:

(1) Methods of organizing and reporting data
. .

(2) Measures,of centrak tendency,-i.e., mean, median, and mode

(3) Measures, of posiion and dispersion, i.e., range, standard -

deviation, percenti/4i sigma scores, and standard scores.

.Suggested Activities

(1) Discuss three factors that influence the interpretation of any statistic:
(a) source of data, (b) choice of the correct statistic, and (c)'appio-
priats presentation of the statistics.

(2) Define and explain the.difference. between descriptive and inferential
statistic .

(3) ftepare a table of 12Y1) othetical test scores.(at least 30 scores). Ar-

range the data in a regular and a.cumulative frequency distribution.
Discuss the logic of arranging the data in these types of distribution.
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, .

(4) Collect seve
ing date,. C
and'polygon.
forms.

. (5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

f

-t 5.

al examples oC different grapkei echniques for present-
tegorize theses examples in teterms o a bar graph,' histogram,
Discuss the.advantages of; presenting data in these various

3. -1

0

Discuss a re' ative frequency distribution and exemplify graphically how. 1
this techhiqi e can-be used to compire two sets of data.

'

Identify and describe several properties of.polygons.

Define the basic measuresoffcentral tendency, and discuss the advantages
and ki-imitations of each type of _measure .

4.

From a set of data 'determine the meanotmedian, and mode.
, it

Define 4d give en example of nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio
%

leveliof I measurement: - ,

t
.

(10) Explain the congip t of variability and thepumkose of measures of varia
bilitY-.

(11) Discuss Itlie Significance of ,sigma (Z-scoreg) and standard (T-scores).
. ..,

(

(12) For a set of data, show how to find the range and the standard deviation.

(13) Discuss he essential. characteristics of tht' mathematically defined
normal strlbution (normal curve).

.;

$ 1

p.4 )
.

DemoOtrate how to interpret a table that gives the area between var ious
points on the normal curve At- , 1

(15) Dr an example of several normal distributions on a single graph which
ustrate nordall distributions with different means and different sten-

.

d deviations. 4

cate.on a normal curve base line plus and minus. 1, 2, and 3 standard
viatio s. Indicate the percent of area under the normal curve between
t meam d each of the above. standard deviations. i

(17) fine and discuss what is meant by percentile rank. -

.i
.

Suggested Re6ources 4

:

..

Best, ohn N. Hesearch.in Education. Englewood Clifql,
Prenlisce-Hall, 1970: .

.

'Borg,' Welter 11:, and Meredith, D. Gall. Aucatidnal Research. New Y6rkl
David McKay Company, 1971. d.

i
.

.1

Freund John E. ibdern Elementary Statisti.s. Englewood Cliffs,
New ertey: Prentice-Hall, 1973.

New Jersey:

i ., -Li.
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,'Krahier, Edward, and Clyde Morris. Reading and Evaluating Educational'
Research. New York: Micmillhni l974. . '-

Y

Mbuior, Gera e J. The Science of Educational Research. New York:
Van Nost Reinhold, 1970.

Naiman, Arnpld, others. Understanding Statistics. New York: McGraw-
Rill, 1972.

.

'Popham, James W., and Kenneth. A. Sirotnik. Educational StatisticsUse
and Interpretation. New York:- Harper and Raw; 1973..

chmidt, Marty 3. Understanding and Using Statistics Basic ConceDts:.
% 1 Lexington, Massachusetts: D. C. Heath, 1975. A

a

Welkowitz, Joan and .6t4prs. I5troductory Statistics for the Behavioral
Sciences.. New York: Academic Press, '1971.

,

4

J

/

41.

Upon successful completion of assignet
activities, proceed to Leson 2.

*' 1

O

A.

\
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PEEARCH DESIGN INVOCATIONAL EDUCATZON

9

,
alo

I
. .

Lesson Two: Corr elation and Prediction

;

i

4 . s
A e . . -

Jective - .;i
Obv

.
.

. . , ..

Upon the coirpletion of this lesson; the student-will be able todemonstrate
, .

an understanding Of the correlation and logic or regresslop analy?ft.

., .. , . .

Overilew. 4.
A

.

'One of thegoals of sci ence.is to discover relationships between various
phenomena and on the basis oftbis relationship be gble to make predictipng
about one variable from a knowledge of a second variable.* The relationship
between two or moz=e sets of data can be defined by the concept of correlation.
Coefficient of correlation expresses in mathematical terms the degree of-
relgtionshipbetween any two 'variables:

An important application of correlatitnalAgnalysii is that of prediction..
When the relittonship 'between two wattle sets of 'variables .has been estab-
lished,' kb is-possible to Make predictions about one ot%the variables from
a knOwledge of tie other variable/ To.be of significant value in Prediction,
between two variables. the level of dorrelatiorrunmt'be fairly 'high; the clo er
the-relatiohship the more accurate the prediction possible:

1

Suggested Activities
. .

(1) Define and discuss the term correlation. .
..

k
, .

(2)-GiVe examples frok eveiyday experiences,that4emo Aate both negative
and positive correlation between variabieg.

.

.. # ' -.
.%

(,) Prepare a'scatter-plot diagram for some set pli4 d observations and
..,

explainhow the chart shows direction and degree relation.
'.

,
s : I _------

(4) Explainthe purpose and fundamental characteriStics of correla
coefficients. P

.:

(5) Demonstrate the ability to,compute and interpret the Pearson r for a.
. group of paired observetibn0-

(6) Enuierate the'basic assumptions that underlie. the use of the Pearson r.

(T) Discugs the Ivartaa' of correlation, in making predictiohs.

rs
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. ,

. ,\'
.

(8)' Discuss and describe the importance pf regression ana1isis.
..,--

.

(9) On a scatter-plot, draw an exemple .of a 1-egression line end,demOnstrate
.how it .can be mset to.predict a ieCtuid variable if ode variable is

8

; given."

. 40-

9Suggestedliesol3xces

Best; LI:Research in Educatical. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hag; 1970.

- . .

Borg, .Walter R.,
.

and-Neredith D..Gall. Educational Research.
David McKay Company', 1971. /- t

Nev York:

Freund, John E. Modern Elementary Statistics. Englewood Cliffs,

New Jersey:. Prentice-Hall, 19734S
KAhmer,° Edward, and Clyde Morris. Reading and Evaluating Educational
Research, New York: Macmillan, 1974.'

Mo*ly, GeOrge J. The Science of 'Educational Research. New Ye'fitt.

Van,Nostran 'Reinhold Compaiy, 1970.
. bif

.

- r . . %

Neiman, Arnold and others. Understanding StatistiCs.' Be* York: McGraw-
. y111, 1972. -. ,

. .
,,,,...../ .

,,
.. .

Popham, James W., and Kenneth A. Sirotnik. Educational Statistics Use,
and Interpretation. New York: Harper and Row, 1973.-\--

4d

1

4

. .

Schmidt, Marty J. Understanding ind.dsing Statistics Basic Concerts.
'Lexington,. Massachusetts; D. C,,ragath, 1975. ''

,

Welkowitz, Joan and others. Introductory Statrstidiegr the-Behavioral
Sciences. New York: Academic:Tress, 1971. '

fia

#1,

is

4E.

Upcin successful completion of assigqk
activities, proceed to Lesson 3.

4
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RESEARCH DESIMIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Lesson Three?' Laws of Probability and Strategies
'of Inferential. Statistics

0

Objective,

Upon the Completion of this lessorf, the student mill be able to write or
present orally the rationale for inferential statistic the basic stra-
tegy on which inferential,statistics is Pounded:

'Overview

.

Directly or indirectly, the concept of probability plays an important role
in all problems of science, business, and everyday life which in agy way
"involve an element A uncertainty. Eence, if statistics are identified with
.t$ art, or science of making decisions ibi the face of uncertainty, it fol-,
loWs that questions concerning probabilities, their meaning, their determination,
and their mathematical manipulation are basic to any treatment of statistics.

l
. .

One of the fundikental aimd of research is to discoverprincipaes that have
iversal applications. In .many research studies it is not possible ar prat- t

tical ?or the researcher to collect data from the total population; therefore,
it becomes necessary to follow appropriate procedures in collecting represen-
tative data rms' the population and then to rely on inferential statistics
to make judgments regarding the total population. . .

.,'

Inferential Statistical procedures aid the researcher in this task by allow-
ing him to determinewith what mathematical. probability the relationships
discovered in a sample actually exist in the total population. Inferential
statistics include not only methods for making inferences about populations,
but also methods for evaluating the likelihood that they are in error. These
methods require a means of describing and measuring uncertainty; this is
the function of probability statements. 4

.

, .

.Suggested Activities

(1) Define and discuss- probability.
0

(2) On a nationally normed test, what is the probability that a randomlx
selected student will score at or above the mean; will store inthe

' top 10 percent of the group? Explain.

(3) Discuss the meaning of a random sample and its, importance in a statis-

tical test.



e

ro

t.

r

*

, .
. . lk

4

'04) Discuss and differentiate between a populition distribution, sample
distriblition, and a samplineilistributiOn.

(5) Define the term "standard. error of the mean" and indicate As
444.4Lance in. statistical analysis. '

(6) The saMbling.distribution is a key to inferential statistics. Explain.
.

.

Suggested Resources 4

..

Best, Sohn N. Research lh Education. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice -Hall, 1970.

)Borg, Walter R., and Meredith D. Gall. Educational Research. New York:
David:McKay, 1971.

. -
Freund, John E. Modern Elementary Statistics. Englewood Cliffs,

New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1973.
00

Krahmer, Edward, and Clyde Morris. Reading and Evaluating Educational
Reset*. New York: Macmillan, 1974.

LI, Jerome C. R. Statistical 'Inference. Ann Arbor, Michigan: Edwards
Brothe&1964. . 1

.

McCollough, Celeste; and Van'Atta Loche. 6tatistiesl Concepts. New York:
McGrew-Hill-, 1963. '/%41if *.

',billy; George J.' The Science of Educational Research.
Van Nostran Reinhold Company, 1970.

Neiman, Arnold and others. Understanding Statistics.
Hill, 1972.

Popham, James W., and Kenneth 4. Si:r4otnik.. Educational Statistics Use

#
and Interpretation.` New. York: Harper and Bow, 1973.

New York:

New 'York: McGraw,-

Schmidt; Marty-J. Understanding. and. sing Statistics Basic Concepts.
Lexingtbn, Massachusetts: D. C. Heath and Company, 1975.

Spence, Janet T. and others. Elementary Statistics. New York: Appleton-
. Century-,Crofts, 1968.

, Welkowitz, Joan aid others. Introductory Statistics for the Behavioral
Sciences New York: Academic Press, 1971.

Upon successful completion of assigned
tiviti roaces ,Tceed to Lesson 4.

1

4
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REiHABCH DESIGN IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
. - .

. ..

. - ..,,

. , ..

, .

* .
.

_.. 7 .

-**itesson Four: 'Hypothesis Testing - Parametric
,..

. ' Statistics ,

..., -.$ lbi ..
4 .

J
p "").bjective* ) R

..
\

.r* ..

1_i
Upon the ccmpletion' of this lesson the vocational education student will
be able' ti write or present oreAr(1) sVle, logic of hypothesis tests;
(21 the underlying assumptions Toy parametiic statistics; (3) the possi-
bilit of two types of errors in hypothesis tests; and (4) an outline of
basic procedures involved in conducting a hypothesis test. JP,

. 1to

.11
4

1
Overview

.
. .

, .

Hypothesis testing' is a i -to a whole family of inferAptial methods,
that are used to draw'Conclusions crat populations based on orvations
of samples. InferentialStatistical piocedUres aid the researcher by allow-
ing him/her to determine with what mathematical probability the relation-
ships discovered in a aaiblet'actually exist id the total population. Hypothesis
tests can be used to ekdmine catse and effect relations; they can be used to

.
i'determine the liEelihOod that gropps are eally different or just appear to

be different through chance factors.% ' .

..

It &important that the researcher keep in mind tAat one does not prove a
hypothesis to be true or false but only tenable or untenable. Statistical
decisions are based on laws of probability and do nptabsolutely prove or
disprove _a '!truth." .

.
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Suggested Activities .
,

,t...

V
lk

(1) Explain the purposle/and logic involved in testing hypotheses.

(2) Describe a simpichypothesis'teit (Z-test) that can be used wheb pop*-
ration parameters are known. ,

4 .

..,:...

"N.. Deicribe a t-test and the underlying assumptions for this test.
_

(4) Discuss the significante of cilia level as it applies to hypothesis
testing.

.

t
(5) D&aonstrate at you-can intexpret the table that shows the critical

'values of' student4s.t-distrfbution.

. . .

(6) Discuss the meaning of the "sampling distribution of thedifference be-
tween two means.":



" .."

-(7)4. EXplain43114,concett of independent Ind dependent variables as it
applies tCI:StatiStiCS.

. ,

.

(8) 'Discuss the inning and significance ofd rejecting or failing to reject.
the null hypothesis.

(9) Discuss .the meaning type I and type II

(10) Outline the steps involved in independent
the effecteof variable A on Variable B.

(11)'In a two sample t-testa ,discusd-thenficance of the F-ratio.

erro;A in hypothesis testing.

samples experiments to examine

(12) Explain al; advantage bf the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) over the t-test.

.

Suggested Resources q

Best, John N. Research in Education. Englewood Cliffs, Nelt Jersey:

de Prentice -Rd 1, 1970.

I

Borg, Walter R,; and Meredith D. Gall.
David. McKay Compagr:'1971.

Mundt' John E. Modern Elementary Statistics,
NewJersey:. Prentice-Ha-14E 1973.

'

Educational Research. New York:

Krahmer, Edward, and Clyde MorrisBeading
Research. New York: Macmillan, 1974.

.

Mouly1 George J. The Science of'Educational Research, New York:
Val Rostrin Reinhold Company, 1970,

glevood'Cliffs,

d Evaluating EducatiOnal

iaiman, Arnold and others. Undeitstanding Statistics. New York: McGrew -
Hill, 1972.

I.

Popham, James W., and Kenneth A. Sirotn ik. Educational Statistics Use

and Inteturitation. Nei York: Haipe.and Row, 1973,

Schmidt, party J. Understanding and Using Statistics Basic Conceuts.
Lexington, Massachusetts: D. C. Heath, 1975 *

Spence, Janet T. And others.. Elementary Statistics. New York: Apbleton
Century-Crofts, 1968.

.
Welkowitz, Joan and othe .,-J.ntroductory Statistics for the Behavioral

SciencesNMew 1.3ik.: A ad4kieliresio 1971.

'Uk3on successfUl completiOn of adsigned
activities, proceed to Lesson 5.
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Lesson Five: Nypthesis Testing - honparametric
. Statistics

., ..... ,.
. I'

.1

.
. .

II the satisfactory completion of thii lesson, the student mill be able
t differentiate between parametric and nonparametric tests. Specifically
th= student,will be= able to identity some basic applications of the Chi Square
sta tic and have an awareness of other nonparametric statistical tests. '

Overview'
, -

Nomparanetric statistical testa have many applications in research studies.
However, it ehould be noted that these tests ate not as.powerfu1 as the pars -'
metric test. One of thereasons for this differewe is the fact that less
stringent assumptions are needed wits ponparametrfc techniques. One of
the specific advantages of the nonparepetric tests is that they can be used
with distribution free data. They alsercan be used with data at the nominal
Auld ordinal level of measurement. t

As has been emphasized before, it
research plan and select a prbpriate statistical tools prior to the

ZortaA that the researcher develop

.

,

dis
a sound
collection of data. Different.st istical tools will indicate, to some ex-
tent, the type of data that will be required for the study.

. .
....

Suggested Activities

(1) Discuss the basic difference in'the under1ying assumptions for pare-
metric and nonparatetrie tests.

Describe the the'Square statistic in terms of data requirements.
. .

'(.3) ,Prom a hypottieticil set of data,"state'the hypothesis for the Chi
i Square test.

I

'-`

(4) List song limitations for the ChiSquare fest..
0/

(5). Prepare a listof several"4;ther-nonparametric tests and give a basic
situation in which they can be used.

'

0

J
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Suggested Resources

Best, John N. Research in Edu
Prentice Hall, 1910.

Borg, Walte? R. and Meredith
David McKay Company, 1911.

3.1;

ation. Englewood'Cliffs, New Jersey:

. Gall. EdIghationtl Research. New York:

Freund, John L. Mbdern Elemen ar7 Statistics. Engelwood Clif(s,
*New Jersey: PrenticeHall,

Krahmer, Edward, and Clyde Nb
Research. New York: Macmi

913.

is. Reading and:Evaluating EdJational
1914.

McCollough, Celeste, and Van Aftta Loche. Statistical
McGraw- Hill, 1963.

Mouly, George J. The Science of Educational Research.
Van Nostran Reinhold Company,119704;

Concepts. New York:

New 'York:

Neiman, Arnold and others. Ur' rstanding Statistics. New York: -McGraw
Hill, 1912.

4

.

Popham, James W., and Kenneth AJ1Sirotnik. Educational Statistics Use
. ,

4

\

and Interptetation. New York: Harper and Row, 1913.
. 2

Schmidt, Marty J. Understanding and Using Statistics Basic Concerts.
Lexington, Massachusetts:, D. C. Heath and Company, 1975.

. _

Welkowitz, Joan and others. Intr,ductory Statistics for the Behavioral
Sciences. New York: Academic tress, 1971.

4

r
Upon completion of the asst d Actiiities
in this mod you should be ready totakei
the Mbdule Pos test. See yo ,instructor

for directions and measuremeh criteria.
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RESEARCH DESIGN IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

NODULE PRE/POSTTEST'

Student

Instructor

Date

15

Student: The'pre/posttat is 'designed to assess your knowledge of re-
search design in vocational education. Since this module is
an individualized and competency-based learning device, you
yill need to stildy only those lessons that are presented:on
the basis of your response to this test.

1. There are four basic levels of measurement and each level has certain
characteristics or properties. Listed below are the four levels of
measurement and various pronerties that, apply' to these different levels.
Indicate the property or properties that apply to a given level of
,measurement by drawing a circle around the appropriate letters adjacent
to a givep level of measurement.

evel*of Measurement Properties,

Ordinal 'AB C, D A Order among, ,asses
4

.Ratio A B C D B Discrete classes

Nominal A 3 C D C An absolute zero

Interval A B C D D Eoual intervals

2. What temoculd apply to a distribution of scores thilt has a grept many
low sgoigs and a few extremely high scores?

3. :It a researcher desires to match pairs..of high school sophomoresagcord-,
ing to intelligence, bvt finds that the students have one of three,differ-
ent types of intelligence scores, eadh'with a different mean and standard
deviation, what relatively simple statistiCal process could be used to
match the students?

4. As a gpneral rule the will provide the most sensitive index

of central tendency.
.

4

- .
.

4

2t
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bd)Pre/posttest (continue

5..,Micuss.pie three
-type of data that

.
16

,

basic mhasures of canz:tra.. tendency, and indfcate thg
can in used With ea.

6. Dimpuss the meaning of standard

1,1i4 would. be the nature7.
.

zersit

8.- In.thi distribution below, what does
poll* have reference to?

deviation and its value in statistics.
-.

of a set of data if the standard deviation is

94,1
in' the cumulative frequency

SCORE"( FFSCLUENCr CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY' (of)

9

7

6

5

4

3-

2

1

0

6

9
"17

. 15

23

9

5

0

1

0

100
94

85

. 68

53
30

15

6
1

1

0

9. What does "23" in the frequency column h ve reference to?

.10. 'The mode for the above distribution is

11. Tne rangi for the abOve distribution is

12. As a general rule, the median is a mere
tendency than is the mean.. TWE or'FALS

escriptive measure of central

13 A population with a larger variance has re diversified observation
than one with a smaller variance. TRUK 4r FALSE.

I)

4
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Pre/toittest(cOntinued)

-14. The range it one measure of variability. TRUE or FALSE

,
16.

17

The goal of educational research is to develop a science of behkvior
for,edUCational situationsi.. TRUE or FALSE

With'the"Pea'rson r it is possible to determine the cause of the re-
lationshiPrbetween variablgs. TRUE or FALSE ,

17. In the Product Moment Correlation, the coefficient r ranges between
and

18. Deigibe the underlying assumptions for the Peardon r. (Use back of page.)

Indicate the type of correlation; positive or negative, if any, that
one would expect to find in-0e following examples

a.:The intelligence of pafents and their offspring .

b. Scholastic success and, annual incobe ten years after graduation

'.c. Marks on an examination in physics and mathematical ability
. ...1

. d-)The number of freckles apd IQ
.

.

e. Amount of time spent in jail and years of education

20. Discuss the relationship between the correlation of variables and the
ability to use this information to make predictions about one variable
when the other variable is known.

)

1r

,

I
4 a,

'

a.

I

1



dPre/pOsttest (eontinued)

,21. Plot the data in Table ). onthe graph. Discuss the nature
correlation that exi s between the variables..

t

- ..--. . .,

Table 1. Set of Da a fOr TestP afa Q

18

of the

A BeCi D' 'EF G H I J
Score 'in Test P 2 3 5 6 6 8 10 10 12 13
.Score in Test Q 1 6 7 2' 11 9. 7 11 14 11

16

14

12

10

8

6

0

111MN

INIREMINIE
0 'E 4 6 8 10 12 3.4 16

b.

22. Mathematically, there is.e, very exact process of determining the intet
cept and the slope of a regression line (prediction line) through the

scatter plot. Without computing the regression formula, draw a regres
sion line which you think would approximate the computed regression

line. From this regression line, what would be the best estimate of

the score OA test Q if a student from the same population received a

score of 9 on test P?

ih 1F-
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Pre /posttest (continued) r

.o.

23. .By stab tically significant,.it is meant that the observedphenomemon
reorese is a significant departure from what might be expected by chance

',alone. TRUElor FALSE

24. As a g eral rule in educseonal statistics, a "rare" event is an
"event' which has a robability not greater than .05 or .01 of being
true.' TRUE or F

19

11. .
,

1 25; The me of sever sample,means drawn from a population will be close. .-

to th population eg9 even though an individual sample mean may vary
quite widely from the; population mean. TRUE' or FALSE

26. The andard deviation of the"sampling distFRution of means is desig-
nate as '

. .

.1 .

27 The variability between several-large sample means driwn from a popu-
latiOn would be greater than would the variability between several

\ smalA sample means drawn from a population: TRUE or FALSE.

28. When
I

4larly.larie samples, are drawn from the same population; the sampl-
inglastribution of means assumes approximately the form of a normal

'.- distribution. TRUE or FALSE ;''.

29, What Condition must be satisfied for a sample to be considered randomky%
dra ?

.

30. The degree to,which inferences drawn from sample data hold true is in
large measure a function of'the equivalence between the sample and the
parlicular population to which the inference is to be applied; TRUE
CT #ALSE

31.- As $he size Of the sample increases,the diitribution of the means of
a all possible sampleePtotthe same size dratrizm the same population,

becomes more and more like a normal distribution. TRUE or FALSE
!

.

32. The purpose of a statistical test of a. hypothesis is to Check the con- .

terition against some obtained facts: TRUE or FALSE 4

. t

33 Th mean of the means of all possible samples trf the same size drain ,

fr m the same population is equal to the mean of that population.
TRH or FALSE t 4

34. mostwidely used statistical index of variability is know as the
A

f

35. E4plain the general puipose and logic involved in testing hypotheses.



/Posttest continued)
20'

i316. Describe the basic applications'of:fthe Ztest and student3s t --test
of significance.

37. Wscuss the meaning of the alpha level 'as it applies to tests of sig-
nificance.

t

7
4

11.

319. Hypotheses are suppositions, presumed to-be :true for subsequent test
ing. TRUE or FALSE

39. If a difference between two means is so large Ghat it cannot be due
to sampling variability, it is called a difference.

40. An event with a probability of .05 is actually expected to occur, on
. the average, times in every tins that thd sake

experiment is performed4 even if the null hypothesis is correct.

4

41. Suppose that you have developed a new scientific theOry which. you hope
will gaiti you fame and fortune. Being a properly cahtious scientist,
you test out your theory by collecting data from a sample drawn randon4y
from the specified population and you treat,the data'according to the

.11, specified plan. The. possible outcomes of the statistical test and the
possible true state of affairs can be indicateTbY the table as shown

/ndicate'in each of the cells the possible' results of the test.

True State of Affairs
Your Decision Ho is true Ho is False

Retain Ho .-

Reject Ho
..1
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Fre/posttest .(continued}

.*
D.

A 21
. .

42 With large sample sizes the t distribution is' approximately the sane
as the zdiStribution:' TRUE or FALSE

.4, The probability of a type I error is exactly equal to the s piterion
of significance, but the probability of a type 11 error ienot so
conveniently determined. TRUE or FALSE . .

44 To test if a sample mean is different than the known population mean
a distribution would be used.

,

45.. In some instances, when making inferences abaft a nopulitn mean frog
a sample mean, it is desirableto state.that the mean lies within
certain at a certain level of

46. Whp population parameters are not known.it'is possible to test the
hypothssis that a samplemeanis equal to some hypothesized population
mean. To perform this test the distribution can be used. ,

. .

47, Upon what factOrs does the size of the critical t table value deAnd?

. . .,
, 4

. .
. e8. Increasing tie sample size mill reduce both of the prevalent type

of errors. -TEM or FALSE

e9. Discuss some properties of,nonparametric'statistics.

,
4

50. Chi Square isla statistical teat-that can be used with both'parametrip
and bonparamatrIc data. Discuss some properties of the Chi. Square Test.

\

Return this test to your instructor.

2 2
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. x - Positively skewed
(Ll) IP.

3.' Z-Score
(Li)

.
,,-

4, Mean
ILI}

4

4
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441.ANSWER KEY.
MODULE PRE /POSTTEST

It'

ga 22

Instructor:. Do not reproduce this page.in students' booklets. You
must retain it-fo gridWng and prescriptive purposes.

' Answers will vary with individuals. A preferred response
might be similar to,the answer presented.

Jr

1.

(La.)
Ordinal A' B

Ratio .A" B t

Nominal A

Interval A B C

.
4s

5. Mode -.Most' frequently occurring value. Can be used with nominal-

, - (Li) 4 scale data. ..
. .

,Ilr
. ,

.
. Median - Valve with half the distribution falling above it and half

, t the distribution falling below it. Approiriate only for

b

. 4\

ddta at the ordinal level' or.htgher:

* 111..,,,,
.

Mean i -- Sum of all values divided the numb of'values. Requires
,

'at Itist intervals level da .
a ...

.

,w,.

'6. . The standard deviation it a measure" of variability based on'deviations

(ra) from the tetn of the distribution. It is the most commonly used measure
of, variability. It is useful in describing a distribution's spreide

it

It Is expressed in the same units as the original data. It is more
stable than other measures of variability. It reflects die value of
every Ohstrvation in the distribution.- Its mathem&kical properties per-

.

4 it itA use in complex statistical operations:

.

\ ""

-

.
-

0 4.
,o
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Module Pre/posttest Adswer Key (continued).

7. All the score's arelthe same.

(Li)

8. r 94 persons received a score of 9 or less.
(1.1)

.9. 23 persons received a score of 6.
(Li)

to."

10 The modg of the above distribution is 6.
(Li) %

..

11. The range of the above distribution is 9.
(Li).

u

,

. .;,.

12. False 13. True 14. True 15. True 16. False
(LO ,, (L1) ./(1,1) (1.1) (12)

0 ...

17.' -1 and +1

(L2)

23

18. The data on variables must be at least interval-scale data. The re-
(L2) lation between variables X and Y' must be approximately linear. The

. variances of the two distributions must be approximately equal.

19: a. Positive.
(L2)

. b. Positive

PositivE

d. Zero correlation

e. Negative

20. Prediction and correlation are closely related. The presence. of a
(L2) zero-correlation between two variables X and Y may usually be inter-

4
preted to mean that they bear a random relkiltion to eich other. When
variables ari correlated, howevei, we can make an educated guess about
the value of,Y given the value of X. The greater the absolute value
of.correlation between X and Y, the more accurate the prediction of
one variable from the other. If the correlation between X and Y is '

either -41 or +1, perfect prediction is possible.

21 Pgsitive Correlation 16

(L2)

4
.

12

10

. 41.

0

8

4
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Module Pre/posttest Answer Key (continued)

e
22. ff a student receives a score of 9 on test Q, the best guess of his
(L2) score on test P would be approximately 9.

23., True 24. 'True 25. True 26. ' The standard error of .
(L3) : (L3) (L3) . (L3) the mean.

27. False 28. True 29.. That every member of the population'would'

(L3) . (L3) (L3) have an equal opportunity of being selected.

30. True 31. True 32. True 31k. Standard deviation

(3) (L3) (IS) (L3)

35. Hypotheseatests'ara.lesigned to help the researcher draw .:onclusibils

(L4) regarding the relitionship between variables. The logic of these
tests are,b4sed.upon the law of probabilities. By employing statistidal
tests, an attempt is made to determine if the observed difference be-.
tween two variables should be attributed to chance; pr In fact, is the
ilifferenceThetween the variables great enough that the difference
should be attributed to something other than chance.

36. The Z-test is a simple test that is designed to determine if there is
(L4) a significant difference between sample data from a population and the

population parameters. This test makes use of.the normal population
distribution.

.The t-test is designed to test for differencga betWen two indepen-
dent samples, repeated measure experiments,,c4nter balanced repeated-
measure experiments, etc. This test is based *on the sampling distribution
of the difference between two means or the student's t-distribution.

37. The alpha level has reference to a probability value at which the
(L4) researcher is willing to conclude that the results of a test, are sta-

tistically signtficant. If the researcher sets the alpha level equal
to .05, there are 5 chances out of 100 that. the difference between
the variables in the test could be attributed to sampling error or
other chance factors. In most behavioral science research .05 and .001
are selected as the alpha level..

38. True -39. SIgnificant 40. 5 times in every 100
(L4) (L4)

. .
True. State of*Affairs

Your Decision Ho is True Ho_idslease

Retain 116 . Correct

decision
Type IL..)

error,

'. Reject Ho .

.
'TYpe II'
error

. ,

Correct
.

error

4
'

c
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Nlodule'Pre/posttest Answer Key (cmntintied).

42 True '443. \True 44 Z -test 45. Interval at a certain

(1,4) - 17,4r - (L4) (1,4) level of significance
. .

46. t -test 4t Sample _size or degrees 48. True

(a) - (L4) at. freedom . (L4)

25

. .

49. "Nonparametrii statistics can be used with data at 146s than the in-.
(L5) terval, level and also with data in which the mopulation distribution

is nmt.known. ',Amy nonparametric methods have special appeal since.
they are easier to calcUlate mathematically. Not only are these

, ,methods simpler as far as arithmetical details are concerned, many
ofthem are easier to understand and explain than are the parametric

%techniques. Howev&i, since less stringent assumptions are associated
With these 'tests, they are considered to be less powerful than 'para
metric statistics.. ,

50.
4

Test can be used with both parametric and nonparametricChi SqUa
(L5) dataehoweve its mrimsiy application is with nonparametric statistics.g/

It can beused with data at the nominal level of measurement. One t

specific application involves count data to'determine if there is a
signitioant difference between the observed or actual count falling
in given mategories and the actual frequencies expected to fall Id' the
various,categories.

1.
,..

.

ti
r.

^

.1.

'.. 6 4. . ti

' Y,
r

.
6 .i

4e
. t.
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MODULES COMMON CORE, CURRICULUM FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

.

CategortA: Introduction to Vocational Education

A-1 RistoTy, Philosophy, and Trani& in Vocational Education
A-2 Scope, Function, and'Organization in Vocational Education-

7'

A3 Vocational Legislation .

A-4 'Assessing the 'Job Maket and Employment Trendi
'.,

Category B: Cooperative Relattonship

. P,1 .fttiOnalefor Cooperative Relationships
B-2 AdvidOry Councils
B-3 Cogperotivearid Work Bkpeiienck Programs 'e ....

I 011.
.

..

Caregory-C: Vocational Students .

C.?1. Promoting Vocational Education and Recruiting Eligible Students

t
for Vocational Education' .

* C-2 Assessing ttudents' Personal Characteristics
C -3 Guidance ar Counseling t

C-4 Assisting Students wiih Special Needs in Vocational Education Program

4 C-5 Assessing the Needs of the Disadvantaged Student .

C-6 Developing Student Leadership Qualities in Vocational Education
Programs

C-7 Siudeht Organizations

Category D: Administration 'and Supervision

D-1 Fiscal Management of a Vocational Education Piogram
D-2 Writing a lodatiohal Education Project/Budget

Q
D6. Record Keeping in Vocational Programs 1 0

D-4 Conference. Leadership
D-5 Selection, Supervision, and Evaluation of Personnel .

* D-6 School Law and.ItsRilationship to Vocational Education
..'

D-7 Staff Development ' . .

D-8 Implementation.oeChange
.

Category E:' Curriculum Desigp in Vocational Education

E-1 Developing a Cured= Design in Vocational EcNcatigt
E-2 'Applying Learnin Theory to Vocational Education
E-3 Tpatrtictional Strategies

,

Category F: Stages and Structure of Curriculum Development

F=1 Theories in,Curricultp Development
F=2 Building a Clarriculum for Vocational Education

F-3 Applying C4riculum Specifics to Vocational Education
F-4 Safety

Category G; Evasluation 8nd Research 4

0-.1 Evaluation Models'
G-2 Evaluation Procedures for Local Programs
G-3 Introduction to Research Procedures in Vocational Education
G-4 Rehearcfi Design. in Vocational Education

G-5' Development °tic Research Proposal in Vocational Education

aP

.

3.

4 -1


